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‘The Darling of the Temple-Coffee-House Club’: 
Science, Sociability, and Satire in Early-Eighteenth-Century London 

 

Introduction: Making Friends, Making Knowledge 

On 20 June 1697, the Aldersgate apothecary and natural historian James Petiver (c. 

1665-1718) wrote importunately to a local man whom he addressed as ‘Mr Evans’.  Evans 

owned a set of natural-philosophical specimens that his ever-acquisitive correspondent 

was anxious to get his hands on, a proprietary inclination that Petiver’s brief note 

betrayed in the strongest possible terms: 

Kind Friend 
  With noe less ardent desire am I possest to see the Shells you 
promist, then a passionate Lover waits for Night or ye sooner appointed 
hour of his charming Mistress.  I beg therefore you will please to send 
them by this Bearer, that I may be the better able to give you some Acct of 
them when wee meet att ye Cock, where I shall then Accknowledge the 
many obligations you have been please to confer upon 
  Sr | Yr most sincere Friend | & humble Serv.t | James Petiver1 
 

Glossing over the disarming ardour with which the writer reveals his love for 

conchology, this short missive is suitably representative of the ways in which James 

Petiver went about organising his social and intellectual worlds.  Their geographies were, 

it seems, continually overlapping.  The conventions of familiar discourse, the close 

examination of the ‘Shells you promist’, the mooted meeting of minds ‘att ye Cock’ 

(presumably the Fleet Street alehouse of that name): each were important stages along the 

road to attaining natural-philosophical knowledge.2  Scientific enquiry in turn-of-the-

century London not only depended upon the sociable behaviour of practitioners, it also 

produced it; and for James Petiver a kaleidoscope of contingent friendships and scattered 

learning was what gave life its colour.3 
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The interpersonal, epistolary exchange between Petiver and Evans that is 

instanced above forms the starting point from which this article investigates some of the 

ways in which practices of science and sociability stimulated and became intertwined with 

one another in London at the outset of the eighteenth century.  It does so with broad 

reference to the model of association that had been developed during the preceding 

decades by the Royal Society of London, an organisation which has been characterised 

(by both contemporary and later commentators) as having become a locus of 

gentlemanly conversation and socialising as much as one of cerebral endeavour and 

knowledge production by the time that James Petiver was elected to its ranks during the 

1690s.  However, rather than examining the Society’s formal proceedings during the 

period, I focus instead on extra-curricular activities in which prominent Fellows then 

engaged (ostensibly with the encouragement of that body’s official leadership), reading 

them as material and discursive spaces that facilitated the congruence between friendship 

and learning.4  The first section of this essay begins by reviewing how Petiver (like many 

others) regularly exploited the possibilities of familiar correspondence, both for satisfying 

his natural-historical appetites and for reinforcing his intellectual and institutional status.  

Attention then turns more particularly to the convivial surroundings of the London 

coffee-house – a keenly contested urban resort of late – and the opportunities which it 

afforded clubbable congregations of like-minded men for discussion and debate.  Having 

established this historical context – in part by identifying the discursive parallels and 

overlap between the very different spaces of correspondence and of coffee-houses – the 

second section of this article then approaches the history and historiography of the 

Temple Coffee-House Club (a metropolitan assembly of botanists within which Petiver 

was pivotal) as a touchstone for exploring both the problematic archaeology of coffee-
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house sociability, and the ways in which its supposedly accessible and discursive 

constitution prompted vicious attacks from contemporaries who suspected that 

organisations like the Temple Club were rather more detrimental than they were 

beneficial to the quality of public scholarship.  The final (and longest) section of this 

article develops this argument by offering a reading of William King’s satirical dialogue 

The Transactioneer (1700).  Concentrating on the text’s relentless lampooning of Hans 

Sloane (in his capacity as Secretary to the Royal Society), and its cruel caricature of 

Petiver as ‘The Darling of the Temple-Coffee-House Club’, I conclude by demonstrating how 

the union between science and sociability – manifestly celebrated in the daily life of men 

like Petiver and Sloane – represented for others both a rhetorical and a real danger that 

threatened to destabilise the integrity of true natural philosophy and its achievements. 

 

Science and Sociability, Correspondence and Coffee-Houses 

The notion that a set of sociable processes implicitly structured the pursuit of 

natural-philosophical knowledge towards the end of the early-modern period is not a new 

or startling claim in itself.  Indeed, it has been a central tenet of some of the most 

important histories of late-seventeenth-century science during the last forty years.  

Quentin Skinner long ago insistently revised the established narratives that had hitherto 

accounted for Thomas Hobbes’s exclusion from the Royal Society (his unsuitability for 

membership conventionally had been ascribed to a range of controversial religious and 

methodological allegiances), characterising that nascent organisation more as a 

‘gentlemen’s club’ which traded on the amities and enmities of its Fellows than as a 

public body unremittingly committed to a specific academic agenda.5  This type of 

argument was later both instructive for and significantly developed within Simon Schaffer 
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and Steven Shapin’s Leviathan and the Air Pump (1985), a seminal project for ‘situating 

scientific method, and controversies about it, in a social context’.6  Schaffer and Shapin 

made extensive use of a protracted dispute between Hobbes and Robert Boyle – about 

the existence and properties of vacuums, and the most suitable methods for their 

observation – to explore how the apparently ahistorical epistemological value of the 

‘matter of fact’ was actually partly secured by an intellectual credit contingent upon 

gentlemanly sociability and its practices.7  As Schaffer and Shapin were aware however, 

the socially exclusive basis for the Royal Society’s interactions could not act on its own as 

the guarantor of a stable scholarly environment.  Michael Hunter’s account of the 

‘institutionalisation’ of the new learning has shown how the foundational principles and 

formal procedures of becoming a public and corporate entity were explicitly valued by 

the early Fellows as bulwarks against the private interests, political sectarianism, and 

vicious nepotism that recent history had proven (in their eyes) to be so inimical to the 

quest for truth.8  Meanwhile, more recent treatments of the period have demonstrated 

how personal and expedient forms of exchange were instrumental for research 

undertaken both by individuals and by smaller, unofficial groups operating in the margins 

of the Royal Society (or indeed outside of the jurisdiction of its Fellows altogether).  Rob 

Iliffe has explored how Robert Hooke positioned himself at the nodal point of a complex 

matrix of patrons and artisans from which he orchestrated his career as virtuoso, shuttling 

on a daily basis between the coffee-houses and workshops of Restoration London.9  

Meanwhile, Anne Goldgar’s analysis of the ‘commerce de lettres’ enjoyed by far-flung 

Huguenot thinkers at the turn of the eighteenth century concluded that they ‘made of the 

practical necessities of learned life a true bond’, one founded on high ideals no more than 

upon ‘the exchange of service for service, book for book, friendship for friendship’.10 
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The intellectual exchange between remotely situated men of letters that 

epistolography enabled was indeed vital for the development of scientific life in 

seventeenth-century London.  Throughout the period, a series of influential figures – in 

particular the intelligencer Samuel Hartlib, the Royal Society’s first Secretary Henry 

Oldenburg, and Hans Sloane (Oldenburg’s most notable immediate successor) – had 

constructed their own complex epistolary networks, each of them organised around the 

focal point of its progenitor’s sociable largesse and scholarly energies.11  Similarly (if not 

on quite the same scale), James Petiver’s natural-historical researches generated 

significant manuscript corpuses of both familiar correspondence and technical 

disquisitions, documents he fastidiously (if not meticulously) compiled and preserved.12  

His extant letters (1000 or so survive from around 300 contacts) demonstrate an 

intercourse between the languages of curious enquiry and familiar intimation, and provide 

a fascinating record of the interests, habits, opinions, and activities of Petiver and those 

on whom he depended for specimens of fossils, flora, and fauna.13  Natural-philosophical 

endeavour typically relied upon personal and personable communities of amateurs and 

experts, merchants and virtuosi; and for Petiver, participation within such networks 

became in equal parts a scientific and a social pursuit, one that his obsessive practices 

determinedly archived.   

 

Like Henry Oldenburg before him – and (more significantly) like his wealthier and 

more socially accomplished friend Hans Sloane – Petiver positioned himself at the nexus 

of an international web of corresponding virtuosi in an attempt both to enhance the 

quality of natural-philosophical knowledge available to the Royal Society, and to make 
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himself indispensable within its structures.  The pages both of the Society’s Journal Books 

(the official records of the Thursday-evening meetings) and of the Philosophical Transactions 

(the private journal that was typically edited by the Society’s Secretary, and in which 

Fellows regularly published their own research) from the decades when Petiver was an 

active Fellow reveal a repeated institutional dependence upon the epistolary observations 

of distant (and often isolated) natural philosophers and historians.  Petiver himself was 

characteristically precipitate in volunteering the latest missives from his own post-bag as 

materials for both private discussion and public dissemination; and he became 

increasingly adept at implementing the technologies of letter-writing for more personal 

ends.14  As Raymond Stearns has indicated, Petiver successfully manipulated both his 

professional status as a medical practitioner, and the social and sociable inclinations of 

others, as part of his strategy for securing and maintaining the contributions of overseas 

travellers to his ever-mushrooming cabinet of curious specimens.15   

 

If the familiar letter offered one type of discursive space within which the need 

for friendship and the quest for knowledge could be concomitantly exercised, then the 

conversational constitution of the London coffee-house undoubtedly provided another.  

Coffee-houses famously have been celebrated (if at times uncritically) as public places 

wherein socially heterogeneous groups of men – from the poorer sort of artisan to the 

gentry – could associate freely, meeting as intellectual equals to engage in discussions 

concerning business, politics, and learning.16  To this extent the coffee-house interior was 

indexed by Jürgen Habermas as one of the principal social spaces which facilitated the 

production of a bourgeois public sphere in early-modern England, having been well 

placed to accommodate large quantities of people from divergent backgrounds, and to 
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encourage an elevated quality of ratio-critical discourse that permitted the development 

of a broad body of cogent opinion readily identifiable with the middling sort.17  Whilst 

the historical and methodological shortcomings of this provocative but fertile 

historiographical narrative have been repeatedly articulated since the 1989 English 

translation of Habermas’s work, a glance at the advertisements printed in almost any 

London newspaper from the early-eighteenth century indicates the unquestionable 

importance of coffee-houses to the capital’s communities.18  Besides their rather obvious 

if key purpose of serving coffee and other beverages to those able to pay, the names of 

different coffee-houses are endlessly designated in advertisements as auction rooms for 

the sale of paintings, wine, ships, and textiles; as lost-property offices for the return of 

mislaid or stolen goods; and as meeting points for committees of local government or for 

courses of public education.19  

 

In terms of this last function, Larry Stewart has shown how urban coffee-houses 

became sites for the economically advantageous co-operation between (in Daniel Defoe’s 

words) ‘Trade and Learning’.20  Hosting lectures in mathematics and natural philosophy, 

Stewart argues that their metropolitan atmosphere, commercial ethos, and relative 

accessibility made coffee-houses an important force in liberating London’s philosophical 

market-place from the constraints of status, protocol, and domineering personalities that 

are frequently thought to have stifled debate and innovation in the Royal Society by the 

early-eighteenth century.  This period indeed is described by Stewart (and others) as one 

of severe decline for the Society, as the pioneering agenda of experimentation realised by 

earlier Fellows (and the technicians or ‘mechanics’ they employed) was gradually excluded 

from its confines, and forced to seek instead new spaces for expression in the public 
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demonstrations and educational courses staged elsewhere in the city.21  Without wishing 

to counter the claim that the experimental and mathematical work undertaken by the 

Royal Society had depreciated significantly by the late 1690s, there is conversely little 

doubt that (within the Society’s intellectual economy at least) such losses proved to the 

benefit of natural history and its exponents, whose work increasingly dominated 

institutional discussions, publications, and collections.22  At the same time, the dynamic 

and profitable interaction between people and discourse that Stewart observes in the 

experimenters’ enforced relocation to the coffee-house can also be detected in the 

coteries of botanists, entomologists, mineralogists, geologists, and horticulturists which 

gathered there.  Notable amongst them was the Temple Coffee-House Club, a group that 

coalesced around Hans Sloane and James Petiver during the late-seventeenth and early-

eighteenth centuries.  Like trade and learning, natural-historical science and urban 

sociability prospered alongside one another in coffee-houses, via processes of erudite 

exchange that were not obviously driven by economic necessity, nor inevitably 

antithetical to the contemporary Royal Society’s polite modus operandi.  What seems to 

have propelled such interactions was a set of manifestly social impulses: namely a 

commitment to the collective improvement of natural knowledge, and the desire of 

individuals to signal and augment their public status and reputation through (for 

example) socialising with intellectual superiors, or patronising the researches of those of 

lower rank. 

 

Coffee-houses – and above all the coffee-house club – can be identified therefore 

as paradigmatic spaces for the reciprocal production of natural learning and social 

friendship during the period.  To this extent they present a physically immediate and local 
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analogue to the familiar letter’s capacity to assimilate distant correspondents within an 

interpersonal network.  Moreover, as Peter Clark establishes in his magisterial work of 

historical survey and analysis, British Clubs and Societies, 1580-1800 (2000), their emergence 

can be situated within the wider reformulation of ‘social space’ in Britain, a project that 

Clark locates above all in the lives and interests of wealthy, male metropolitans of the 

type who dominated the membership rolls of both the Royal Society and the Temple 

Coffee-House Club.23  As Clark asserts, such ‘voluntary associations’ provided a refined 

and regulated mode of assembly that modified and modernised older cultural forms 

which had depended upon the prompts and practices of customary and religious rituals 

and calendars.  In this new kind of club – generally urban in setting – the individual’s 

pursuit of leisure within a corporate milieu both overlapped with and informed his 

concern for public reform and personal refashioning: 

Despite its physical dimension, social space was less a regularly defined 
sphere than a field of action, where the social and cultural identities of the 
urban better-off were constantly reformulated and reshaped.  For all its 
fluidity and imperfections, the evolving area of social space – free from the 
tyranny of the state and the family, and in which associations increasingly 
exercised the dominant voice – had important implications for the 
emergence of a new, more advanced society.24 
 
 

The remainder of this article reviews the history of the Temple Coffee-House 

Club, in order to test in a specific context the ways in which relationships between 

learning, aspiration, and urbane sociability were constructed and exploited by men like 

Petiver.  My argument is structured around two broad and persistent problems inherent 

to the archaeology of coffee-house culture.  The first is methodological, and concerns the 

practical feasibility of historicising in any detail a mode of association for which relatively 

little evidence survives.  As Clark notes, this predicament is the norm rather than the 
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exception: ‘many societies were informal or short-lived, yielding few documentary traces’, 

and the Temple Club can certainly be counted amongst them.25  The consequence is that 

whilst its existence has been repeatedly invoked by historians like Clark – who necessarily 

rely on the archival efforts of others – those who have returned directly to the peculiar 

‘documentary traces’ of the Club in recent decades have found reasonable cause to 

question its very historicity.26  The second problem is historiographical, and returns to 

some of the challenges that scholars have posed to the Habermasian notion of the 

coffee-house as ideal public space.  In the absence of more substantial data, what 

assumptions (if any) is it permissible for the historian to make about the constitution, 

membership, and activities of an organisation on the basis of where it gathered?  

Furthermore, what do we know about how the Temple Coffee-House Club’s meeting-

place (a location significant enough apparently to be appropriated to its institutional 

name) actually affected the ways in which members and contemporary observers viewed 

it?  As my reading of William King’s pamphlet The Transactioneer demonstrates in the final 

section of this essay, ideological contests around the connections that were forged in the 

coffee-house between science and sociability have a history, and an early-modern history 

at that.  When Petiver found himself cast by King as ‘the Darling of the Temple-Coffee-

House-Club’, it is clear that he was being accorded a very doubtful accolade indeed. 

 

Clubs for the Improvement of Learning: The Historiography of the Temple 

Coffee-House Club 

In the first volume of his Journey through England. In Familiar Letters (1714), John 

Macky observed of the capital that 
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There are likewise an infinity of CLUBS, or SOCIETIES, for the 
Improvement of Learning, and keeping up good Humour and Mirth; of the 
first rank is the Kitt-Catt […]. The Hannover-Club, also composed of 
Noblemen of the first Quality, and Officers of the Army, Affectionate and 
Zealous for the Succession of the Crown to that Illustrious Family have 
their  Meeting as the former; they are, as all the other innumerable Clubs, 
kept within this Great City, prescribed by Rules; and have their President, 
Secretary, &c.27 
 

Macky’s sketch of the clubbable propensity – widely evidenced by the lifestyles of elite, 

urban males – is part gentle satire, part pseudo-travelogue.  Nevertheless, his report 

concerning the prevalence of the associational instinct amongst the city’s aristocratic and 

merchant classes remains historically instructive, as does his characterisation of London’s 

‘infinity of Clubs, or Societies’ as sites expressly dedicated to ‘the Improvement of 

Learning, and keeping up good Humour and Mirth’.  Indeed, it can sometimes still seem 

that London was awash with clubs and societies at the turn of the eighteenth century, for 

semi-formal groupings were given over to a wide range of pursuits: drinking, politics, 

satire, poetry, polite reformation, the improvement of natural knowledge.28  Amongst 

such conclaves of erudition and amity was the Temple Coffee-House Club, an 

organisation whose exact role and remit has for more than half-a-century been the cause 

of repeated speculation and enquiry within the annals of the history of science.  

 

As has been noted, Peter Clark’s British Clubs and Societies is swift to draw attention 

to the methodological obstructions which encroach upon the scholar’s attempt to write 

the history of social space and the webs of people and discourse that are integral to its 

constitution.  ‘There are numerous problems of analysis’, he comments with specific 

reference to the evidentiary lacunæ that impede the historian of the early-modern club: 

Internal records – minute books and correspondence, along with other 
official papers – survive for no more than a tiny proportion (though extant 
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sets of rules are more common).  The bodies for which records survive in 
abundance tend to be rather exceptional[.] […] For many types of club and 
society, however, we have to rely on a pot-pourri of external sources: 
diaries and correspondence, sermons, ephemera like poems and tickets for 
the feast day, and the large volume of London, provincial, and colonial 
newspapers.29 
 

The Temple Coffee-House Club does not rank amongst Clark’s ‘rather exceptional’ ‘tiny 

proportion’: the patchy data that is available for determining its activities and 

membership has been accumulated piecemeal by a succession of researchers over a long 

period of time, and rather resembles the ‘pot-pourri of external sources’ that Clark 

advises his readers to anticipate.  In the paragraphs that follow, I review the four most 

important accounts of the Temple Club (contextualised when necessary with reference to 

the pre-eminent extant manuscripts), in order to assess their motives, methods, and 

reliability, and to offer some reflections on the troubled and troublesome nature of 

historicising sociable networks that leave no substantial material trace of their existence.30  

Whilst valuing what such research has taught us about the structures and practices of the 

Club, I will go on to suggest that an historiographical preoccupation with the relative 

admissibility of evidence has occluded the precise attention that might have been paid to 

a literary source which can enrich our understanding of how the Temple Coffee-House 

Club was perceived and represented within its social, institutional, and intellectual worlds. 

 

The fact that the Temple Club existed in real time, occupying social space, 

necessarily means that unlike a printed book or a manuscript archive of correspondence 

it did not automatically leave a significant trace of its activities.  An assessment of such a 

collective – and, it seems clear, of coffee-house sociability in general – must tread 

carefully: hunting for clues, drawing out hypotheses, always acknowledging that 
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methodological limits heavily circumscribe what can be said with any certainty.  The 

historiography of the Temple Coffee-House Club encapsulates how these limits have 

been situated at different points, by different scholars, writing from different scholarly 

positions.  First uncovered by George Pasti, a PhD candidate at the University of Illinois 

who researched extensively amongst the Sloane manuscripts in London during the late 

1940s, evidence for the Club’s existence and proceedings was judged to be ‘fragmentary’.  

Nonetheless, Pasti considered, ‘its importance warrants a parading’.31  This tentative 

excavation of the Club soon led to its celebration as the earliest natural history society in 

the world, most immediately by Pasti’s doctoral supervisor Raymond Stearns; who (whilst 

acknowledging his debt to his student’s narrative) made further use of the British 

Library’s Sloane deposit to describe a fully-fledged voluntary association boasting 

upwards of forty members, amongst whom were counted many prominent Fellows of 

the Royal Society.32  From a series of incidental references (to coffee-houses, 

compatriots, and curiosities) that they filtered out from the miscellaneous 

correspondence of a loose international coterie of contemporaries, Pasti and Stearns 

reconstructed (in the case of Stearns, around James Petiver in particular) an organisation 

that congregated weekly on Friday evenings for learned conversation and the exhibition 

of natural-historical (and specifically botanical) specimens over a period of ten, twelve, or 

perhaps even twenty-five years. 

 

The account of the Temple Coffee-House Club that Pasti put forward and which 

Stearns made public has been widely accepted by historians of both botany and early-

modern clubs, as the respective work of David Elliston Allen and Peter Clark 

demonstrates.33  It has however also found its detractors.  Foremost amongst them has 
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been the entomologist Les Jessop, whose scepticism in the face of manifest enthusiasm 

led him back to the manuscript letters (most of them written to or by Hans Sloane or 

James Petiver) which Pasti and Stearns had painstakingly gleaned, eventually concluding 

that relatively little about the elaborate organisation which these earlier scholars had 

dutifully restored (and subsequently bequeathed to the history of science as both 

originary and exemplary of its type) was concrete or authentic; and that much of what 

they had sought to establish was merely the convenient imagining by a pair of over-

zealous readers of what lies between the lines.34  Jessop correctly points out that only two 

of the numerous epistolary documents cited by his predecessors ever make precise 

reference to a natural history club meeting at the Temple Coffee-House (each of which I 

deal with briefly below); and he justly opines that ‘Pasti and Stearns did not strictly 

separate activities certainly attributable to the club at the Temple Coffee House from 

activities undertaken generally by the group of naturalists that existed in the London area’ 

at the time.35  For Jessop, the Club (and he almost seems reluctant to admit that it had 

existed at all) was likely to have been a brief and almost-intangible affair, an associational 

identity that coalesced temporarily and haphazardly around a handful of Royal Society 

Fellows who took to gathering together for probably no more than a couple of years 

during the late 1690s and early 1700s.36    

 

The historiographical pattern of the Temple Club’s twentieth-century reputation is 

unexceptional.  The eagle-eyed appropriation of a scant but nonetheless persuasive 

battery of evidence amongst the manuscripts of Sloane and Petiver empowered Pasti and 

Stearns to develop a convincing and alluring hypothesis about the interaction between 

scholarship and sociability in early-modern London, but one that perhaps inevitably 
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teetered over into unsubstantiated assumption when it came to account in detail for the 

day-to-day life of the Club itself.  Revisiting the very same set of documents that had so 

excited his predecessors, Jessop proved a more sceptical and unforgiving reader, 

accepting only what he apparently considered to be incontrovertible facts for his own 

revisionist history.  In the last couple of years however, there has been an attempt to 

mediate between these two polarised approaches.  Margaret Riley’s article ‘The Club at 

the Temple Coffee House Revisited’ (2006) judges that ‘even when the initial evidence is 

re-assessed to take account of earlier inaccuracies, the club was indeed a significant focal 

point for scientific virtuosi and for promoting botanical knowledge’.37  Like Jessop, Riley 

is careful when responding to the more speculative moments in Pasti and Stearns; but 

given that the available dataset is at best ‘fragmentary’, she is also prepared (and 

judiciously so) to employ inference and deduction when necessary.  Moreover, unlike the 

Club’s earlier historians, Riley fruitfully ventures beyond the terrain of manuscript 

correspondence (which informed all that had been directly postulated hitherto) to include 

in her survey William King’s printed tract, The Transactioneer (1700), a satirical dialogue 

directed against Sloane and the Royal Society that (she declares) ‘substantiates the existing 

documentation while shedding light on the club’s activities’.38  Although King’s 

references to the Temple Club had been picked up by Joseph Levine in Dr Woodward’s 

Shield (his critical revaluation of the natural-philosophical creditability and achievements 

of the physician John Woodward), Riley was the first to recognise their significance for 

this particular debate.39 

 

Riley’s further investigation into the Club sensitively moderates the competing 

analyses of other writers, evaluating and consolidating many of the research conclusions 
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that Jessop had thrown into doubt.  She proves convincingly that a self-constituted 

society, known (in some quarters at least) as the ‘Temple Coffee-House Club’, did exist 

around the turn of the eighteenth century, and that it met from time to time in a London 

coffee-house.  Riley argues that this location was probably ‘the Temple Coffee-house in 

Dev[e]reux Court’, an address used as a poste restante by both Hans Sloane and Richard 

Myddleton-Massey during the early 1700s.  Whilst the most comprehensive statistical 

survey of early-modern coffee-houses in the capital (Bryant Lillywhite’s London Coffee 

Houses) does not supply a perfect match for this institution, Riley demonstrates the 

contemporary currency of the descriptor amongst those natural historians most closely 

associated with the Club, correctly intuiting that its meeting point ‘must have been close 

to the famous Grecian, a favourite haunt of Royal Society members’.40  Given the relative 

fluidity both of the names of coffee-houses, and of the alternative nicknames by which 

different groups of patrons referred to them, it is possible that the ‘Temple Coffee-

House’ in question was the Grecian itself.  Equally of course, the club may have 

assembled at any one of a number of such premises in and around the Temple’s complex 

of legal chambers between the Cities of London and Westminster.41   

 

If the precise location of the Club’s appointed rendezvous cannot unerringly be 

pinned down, there is sufficient evidence to conclude that the site was appropriated with 

unambiguous familiarity by its members in order to signal their sense of institutional 

affiliation.42  As even Jessop had conceded, two documents verify this beyond reasonable 

doubt.  Firstly, an undated letter to James Petiver from the eastern European physician 

David Krieg concludes with ‘My humble Service to all Friends especially to Dr Sloan, Dr 
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Lister, Dr Haar, Dr Woodward, & the noble club att the Temple Coffe house’.43  

Secondly, in July 1698 the Maryland naturalist William Vernon wrote to Sir Hans Sloane: 

I met severall Curious parts of Naturall knowledge, which I’d rather refer 
to you in ye Temple Coffe-House, yn in Scriptis. I’ve a collection of plants 
for you & any other part of my Collection is at yr Service. When I return, 
which I expect will be ye later end of October, I shall bring every Fryday 
night a collection of plants to be discussed by you, & yt Honourable Club, 
to whom my Service.44 
 

As Riley has shown moreover, beyond these epistolary references – contained in 

correspondence exchanged between frequenters of the Club – William King’s The 

Transactioneer mentions both ‘the Temple-Coffee-House Club’ and ‘the Temple Club’ (meaning 

by these designations one and the same body).45  Taken collectively, this combination of 

manuscript and print sources suggests that by 1700 not only were the organisation’s name 

and identity well established amongst its frequenters, but its reputation extended 

somewhat beyond the relatively small band of prominent naturalists from which it was 

composed. 

 

What else can the extant documentary traces of the Temple Coffee-House Club –

variously interpreted as they have been by Pasti, Stearns, Jessop, and Riley – reveal about 

its associational habits: its lifespan, membership, structures, and procedures?  For Pasti 

and Stearns, it is possible that the Temple Coffee-House Club existed in some form or 

other as early as 1689 or 1690.  In any case it is clear from both Vernon’s letter to Sloane 

of 1698 and King’s satire of 1700 that by the turn of the eighteenth century it assembled 

regularly in the evening each Friday, which was (during the winter months at least) the 

day after the weekly sessions of its putative progenitor, the Royal Society.46  Those who 

participated in meetings can be largely identified as the faction of the Society’s Fellows 
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that congregated around Hans Sloane, an Irish physician of Scottish descent whose 

wealth and energy were making him an increasingly important (if to some extent divisive) 

figure within that institution.  Amongst those others who can be associated (albeit 

uncertainly) with the Club therefore are many luminaries from the world of natural 

philosophy, and particularly from the fast-developing discipline of botany: Martin Lister, 

Tancred Robinson, William Sherard, Samuel Doody, Samuel Dale, and James Petiver.47  

Yet the absence of any surviving written constitution or minutes (if they were ever drawn 

up in the first place) makes it difficult to corroborate this list, or to know how the rights 

of membership were conveyed or asserted (if they were at all).  Indeed the fact that 

nothing in this way remains amongst the papers of either Sloane or Petiver – each of 

whom scrupulously archived their correspondence, commonplace observations, and 

other written remarks – can almost be taken as proof both that the Club’s affairs were 

informal and undocumented, and that the register of participants was allowed to be fairly 

fluid.  Nevertheless, it appears that those who played a part in meetings were united by 

three things: their sex (they were all men); their intellectual preoccupations with natural 

history; and (more broadly speaking) their status as upwardly mobile citizens, drawn from 

the middling and higher social ranks of professional scholars, medics, and clerics.  

 

Just as it is problematic to determine the membership of the Club, so it is a 

challenge to reconstruct a sense of what they got up to together on those Friday 

evenings.  The chosen location of the coffee-house is of course significant here: it implies 

– although of course it did not guarantee – a relatively colloquial atmosphere of 

friendship, relaxation, and familiarity.  Whilst such establishments did serve alcohol, they 

were at least in theory more serious and less rowdy resorts than inns or taverns; so in 
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opting for such a meeting place the Temple Club was also staking a claim for some 

degree of organisational gravity and gentlemanly sociability.48  When it comes to the issue 

of how affairs were conducted on the night meanwhile, what signs there are hint that the 

Club was procedurally open and internally egalitarian.  Vernon’s letter to Sloane (quoted 

above), reveals that both a material ‘collection of plants’ and the ‘severall Curious parts of 

Naturall knowledge’ represented ‘in Scriptis’ (or writing) could operate as an acceptable 

basis for debate by ‘yt Honourable Club’.  This suggests that members were welcome and 

perhaps even required to bring along physical specimens as well as intellectual matter for 

discussion.  If indeed the Temple Coffee-House Club pursued a botanical agenda by 

examining a combination of written claims, published texts, and actual plants and 

flowers, then its formal practices unsurprisingly mirror those of the Royal Society’s 

meetings, the twin pillars of which were the performance of experiment (the shared 

observation of which generated thereby a mutual stock of new knowledge) and the 

reading of papers (usually communicated for consideration by distant correspondents).  

In terms of extracurricular activities, letters exchanged between members confirm that 

there were those in the Club who regularly went out herborising together in the fields and 

districts around London; although as Les Jessop and Margaret Riley have emphasised, 

there is no documentary substantiation available for the hypothesis that such outings 

were sanctioned or sponsored by the organisation at any official level.49   

 

The Temple-Coffee House Club provides an exemplary instance of early-modern 

intersections between practices of intellectual production and urban sociability.  Riley’s 

research implies as much; yet at times even her methods raise questions.  Specifically, she 

fails to read The Transactioneer as satire (although she is aware of its status as such), and 
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seems not fully cognisant of the limitations that such material presents to an 

interpretation wanting to deal with it as transparent, historical evidence.  When, for 

example, the figure of the ‘Transactioneer’ – King’s explicit caricature of Sloane (as I 

explore below) – exclaims to his interlocutor “never heard of the Temple Club?  Oh for 

shame, let’s see you there a Friday night.  I’m President there […] [a]nd Mr. Pet[ive]r is, 

Gad he’s every thing”, Riley accepts the intelligence at face value:50 

[I]t is apparent from the pages of The Transactioneer that proceedings were 
not as informal as previously thought.  By 1700 at least, there were two 
officers, including a president, at the Friday evening meetings […] [and] 
Hans Sloane and James Petiver, leading figures in late seventeenth and early 
eighteenth-century scientific circles, were crucial to its organisation.51 
 

Riley fails, I think, to attend to the broader, pejorative context of the text as a whole.  

There is, it is true, a fine gradation of literary hermeneutics to be determined, and one 

which different historians are entitled to gauge in their own way.  Nevertheless, in these 

instances it seems to me that whilst it is permissible to extract incidental information – 

such as the Club’s ‘Friday night’ meeting-time – from an early-modern lampoon that 

makes no real attempt to disguise the identity of its target (and so presumably would 

discern no need to encode the more straightforward elements of its satirical narrative), 

when the information being retrieved is drawn directly from the distorted representation 

of the object of satire, a greater degree of caution must be exercised.  Sloane may have 

been President of the Temple Coffee-House Club; but it is equally plausible that King 

cast him in this role within his fictionalised depiction of an informal and non-officiated 

body – which the satirist himself evidently considered little more than a drinking club for 

eccentrics – in order to send-up the physician’s very real aspirations for one day achieving 

that rank within the Royal Society.  If the dialogue’s caricature of the Temple Club is 
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designed to operate as a deliberate travesty of the Society itself, then the features that it 

sketches must be interpreted with an appropriate sense of critical assiduity.  

 

The history and historiography of the Temple Coffee-House Club largely fail (as 

Clark warns) to supply us with much in the way of fact.  Although Riley’s careful 

combination of demonstration and speculation is both preferable to and more 

convincing than Jessop’s outright cynicism, when it comes to the important matters of 

the Club’s membership, activities, regulations, organisation, and life-span, little more is 

available than a series of probabilities and impressions.  Whilst these tend to support the 

argument I set out earlier concerning the relationship between science and sociability in 

the early-eighteenth-century metropolis, they cannot really be said to generate it.  The 

case of the Temple Club, in other words, reminds us that at a remove of three centuries 

or so, the quotidian practices and experiences of coffee-house sociability remain 

historically indistinct.  If the particularising labours of their intellectual archaeology 

remain valuable and productive, they also constitute an inherently frustrating and 

indefinite process.  In the final section of this article I therefore transfer my own 

methodological focus, moving away from the thorny problem of what we can know in 

terms of historical detail about moments of sociable encounter or knowledge production 

within the coffee-house, to enquire instead what we can learn from relevant literary 

sources (in this case King’s Transactioneer) about the ways in which these phenomena were 

imagined and contested within their own cultural world. 

 

Satirising Sociable Science: William King’s The Transactioneer (1700) 
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The Transactioneer was first published in 1700, more-or-less at the time when the 

Temple Coffee-House Club appears to have been at its height.  Anonymously issued but 

eventually attributed to the satirist William King, The Transactioneer ridicules both the 

Philosophical Transactions and its benign-but-controlling editor Hans Sloane.  Its incidental 

use-value for the history of the Temple Club aside, the barbed attacks of The Transactioneer 

issue from a conviction that an alliance between scientific learning and metropolitan 

sociability – so vital for the natural-philosophical lives of Sloane, Petiver, and those 

Fellows of the Royal Society over whom they exercised influence – was proving 

detrimental to traditional scholarship and true learning.  Pivotal to King’s strategy is the 

discrediting of a series of discursive sites that had become instrumental for this model of 

associational knowledge-production: the published journal, natural-philosophical 

correspondence, and the urban coffee-house.  By engaging in such a skirmish, King was 

individually voicing a more widespread set of cultural anxieties about the relationships 

between social status, public space, and intellectual practices, which (as Brian Cowan 

articulates) begged the questions, ‘Did the coffeehouse offer an exciting new venue for 

the sharing of useful new knowledge?  Or was it rather the lamentable site for the 

replacement of real learning with superficial, merely fashionable, social display?’52 

 

William King (1663-1712), the Westminster School and Christ Church educated 

son of a gentleman, had been honing his skills as a satirical writer since the mid-1690s 

(although earlier publications also included theological tracts, and poetry published in 

Dryden’s Examen Poeticum of 1693).53  Having successfully courted Prince George’s 

favour via his Animadversions on a Pretended Account of Danmark (1694), which defended 

Danish interests against the assault of Robert Molesworth’s An Account of Denmark (1694), 
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King’s next significant incursion into print was his involvement in the scandal whipped 

up between Richard Bentley and Charles Boyle over the latter’s translation of the so-

called Epistles of Phalaris (1695), a controversy expansively delineated in Joseph Levine’s 

Battle of the Books, and expertly examined with specific attention to King in an article by 

Colin Horne.54  King was the figure supposedly present in the shop of Thomas Bennet 

when Bentley allegedly refused the book-seller’s application (on Boyle’s behalf) for the 

loan of some manuscripts owned by the Crown, and within Bentley’s gift as Keeper of 

the King’s Libraries.55  Moreover, King appears to have participated fully within the circle 

of Oxford wits who assembled to compose Dr Bentley’s Dissertations on the Epistles of 

Phalaris […] Examin’d by the Honourable Charles Boyle (1698), itself a response to the 

Dissertation on the Epistles of Phalaris (1697), Bentley’s academic demolition of Boyle’s 

classical scholarship.  Within the Dissertations […] Examin’d, King has often been credited 

with one of the more readable and amusing moments, in which ‘Boyle’ sets out to prove 

that future philologists would find serious reason to doubt whether Bentley was actually 

the author of his own work (a key contest between the two men had of course turned 

upon the authenticity of the Epistles of Phalaris themselves).56  After an extensively 

enlarged edition of Bentley’s Dissertation retaliated against the Christ Church set once 

more in 1699, King responded with an acerbic portrait of ‘the Snarling Critick Bentivoglio’ 

in several of his Dialogues of the Dead (1699), and (it is thought) may have had a hand in A 

Short Account of Dr Bentley’s Humanity and Justice (1699).57 

 

At the same time as sharing in the collaborative retribution that was meted out to 

Bentley, King also began to train his sights upon the modern practitioners of another 

branch of knowledge: natural history.  The case against Bentley had been predicated upon 
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his perceived pedantry; his obsession with the minute and the particular in preference to 

the universal and general; and his lack of deference to established conventions of rank 

(evidenced through his ungracious treatment of the genteel Boyle, manifestly his social 

superior).  As he implies via the dispute over ‘Modern Learning’ between Signior 

Moderno and Signior Indifferentio in Dialogues of the Dead, King detected unnerving 

parallels of attitude and method between Bentley’s classicism and the activities and 

output of natural historians whose interests were increasingly dominating the Royal 

Society.58  Quite why he seized upon Martin Lister’s Journey to Paris in the Year 1698 (1698), 

which he sent-up in A Journey to London, in the Year 1698 (1698), is not immediately clear; 

although neither Lister’s Williamite credentials (he had travelled to Paris as physician to 

the Earl of Portland), nor his circumstantial connections with Bentley (both had served 

on the Council of the Royal Society in 1697) would have recommended him to King.59  

But what A Journey to London really weighs into – and in so doing, foreshadows The 

Transactioneer – is the virtuoso’s attention to obscure artefacts and marginal details, and his 

willingness to allow personal taste and the direction of happenstance to determine his 

own programme of research.60  Furthermore, King’s Journey also provided the space for 

the writer to develop further what was becoming his trademark set of satirical devices: 

the use of direct quotation (astutely edited, cleverly compressed, occasionally emended) 

from the text being parodied, deliberately printed in italics so that its author apparently 

indicts himself; the provision of marginal glosses that direct the reader (usually correctly) 

to the source passage that is being pilloried; and the deployment of a mock-index or table 

of contents.  Already exercised to some extent in Dr Bentley’s Dissertations […] Examin’d 

and the Dialogues of the Dead, these techniques were to be repeated to great effect in The 

Transactioneer. 
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A Journey to London and The Transactioneer were both self-consciously produced 

within a tradition of anti-virtuosic satire that suggested both general and particular targets 

for its railing sallies against contemporary experimental practitioners and writers of 

natural-philosophical papers.61  King’s turn-of-the-century attacks upon natural learning 

exploit (for example) the double strategy of Thomas Shadwell’s play The Virtuoso, which 

constructs the character of Sir Nicholas Gimcrack in a manner that combines a wide-

ranging derogation of the new science as inherently susceptible to eccentricity and 

credulity, with an insinuated assault upon its principal public proponents (Robert Hooke 

for one famously felt that the eyes of fellow theatre-goers turned pointedly towards him 

when he went to see The Virtuoso performed on 2 June 1676).62  Although it sets its sights 

more broadly too in some ways, there is no doubt that The Transactioneer: With Some of his 

Philosophical Fancies is a publication expressly aimed at Dr Hans Sloane in his capacity as 

Secretary to the Royal Society.  Having been elected to the post in 1695, Sloane had 

immediately set out to revive the Society’s failing journal, the Philosophical Transactions; but 

by the turn of the century he already stood accused of transforming it into an 

idiosyncratic and private publication, with injurious implications for natural-philosophical 

knowledge as a whole.63   

 

The Transactioneer explicitly and aggressively adopts and promulgates this 

perspective.  Its ‘Preface’ superciliously announces the principal line of attack: though ‘I 

[…] am no Member of the R[oyal] S[ociety]’, the writer insists, ‘I am mov’d by the Respect 

I have for Natural Studies’ to ‘deal so freely with the Person, and some Correspondents, 

of one who is slipp’d into the Post of Secretary to that Illustrious Body’.64  Deriding 
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Sloane’s approach to ‘Natural Studies’ as piecemeal and amateurish – he has nothing of 

the true scholar about him, but rather cuts the figure of a laughable and quackish virtuoso 

– the ‘Preface’ complains that the physician is 

one who wants every Qualification that is requisite for such a Post.  All 
who read his Transactions either in England, or beyond the Seas, cry out that 
the Subjects which he writes on are generally so ridiculous and mean: and 
he treats of them so emptily; and in a S[t]yle so confused and unintelligible, 
that it is plain he’s so far from any useful Knowledge, that he wants even 
common Grammar.65 
 

Furthermore, as the would-be disseminator of ‘useful Knowledge’, the writer snipes, 

Sloane falls short in ‘his own personal Capacity’, in ‘his Judgment in the choice of his 

Friends’, and in ‘the Discourses that he Publishes’.66  There is, King would have his 

readers believe, a strong correlation between deficient intellectual production and 

indiscriminately excessive sociability.  The distorting systems of social credit mean that 

‘by Industry alone a Man may get so much Reputation almost in any Profession as shall 

be sufficient to amuse the World’, a circumstance epitomised by the elevated situation of 

one who ‘has certainly nothing but a bustling Temper to recommend him’.67  In such a 

‘World’, The Transactioneer darkly implies, friendship displaces scholarship, the trivial 

attracts fuller enquiry than the transcendent, and the self-important ‘bustling’ of the 

weak-minded outweighs the rigorous accomplishments of genuine ingenuity. 

 

Following this introductory diatribe, The Transactioneer formally presents two mock 

philosophical-dialogues.  The fictional scenario sustained concerns the encounters of a 

‘Gentleman’ – the socially respectable, intellectually robust defender of truth – with two 

modern practitioners of natural philosophy: a ‘Virtuoso’ (in the first dialogue), who is 

evidently a convinced acolyte of Sloane and presumably intended to reflect the penchant 
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for the peculiar and the inane exhibited by Shadwell’s Gimcrack; and (in the second 

dialogue) the ‘Transactioneer’ friend whom the Virtuoso so fulsomely admires, 

unmistakeably a version of Sloane himself.68  Moreover, the Gentleman’s opening 

acknowledgement to the Virtuoso that he has ‘scarce enquired after Philosophical News, 

since Dr. Plot and Mr. Oldenburg were taken from amongst us’, immediately identifies him  

as a sometime subscriber to the Transactions whose interest in its pages has slumped owing 

to (the reader can only presume) his perception that its intellectual and editorial standards 

have declined during recent years.69  At the very outset of this concourse of minds 

therefore, the Gentleman’s former familiarity with ‘Philosophical News’, and his open 

readiness to re-engage with scientific learning, signals a crucial distinction that can be 

drawn (potentially at least) between two modes of enquiry.  On the one hand stands the 

genteel and disinterested philosopher, the serious student of natural laws and knowledge 

who is represented by the Gentleman.  On the other hand is imagined a whimsical chaser 

after marvels, aberrations, and curiosities – real or reported – who is damningly figured in 

the Gentleman’s respective conversationists. 

 

The Virtuoso and the Transactioneer each undertake to reacquaint the initially 

compliant Gentleman with the latest advancements in learning.  The satirical humour 

thenceforth largely resides in two complementary facets of their attempts to do so.  

Firstly, the lessons imparted by the Virtuoso and Transactioneer are communicated 

verbatim from papers published in the Philosophical Transactions, which when taken out of 

context sound ephemeral to the concerns of conventional natural philosophy, and often 

inherently ridiculous.  As Adrian Johns notes, King hereby mimics a key satirical strategy 

of Shadwell.70  Secondly, as the dialogues progress the Gentleman exhibits a perversely 
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escalating scepticism about the cultural value of both the journal itself and the scholarly 

credentials of its editor-compiler, expressed via an ever-more facetious commentary that 

he supplies in response to his interlocutors’ efforts.  What is most compelling about his 

responses for this article is the manner in which King’s satire connects the collapse of the 

Gentleman’s faith in the Royal Society with instances of Fellows’ intellectual dependence 

– whether institutional or (in the case of Sloane) individual – upon both textual and 

material practices of sociability.  The former (textual practices) are impugned as a 

consequence of the preponderance of grammatically haphazard, editorially uncorrected 

items of familiar correspondence that have insinuated their way into the pages of the 

Philosophical Transactions.  The latter (material practices) are assailed via the 

Transactioneer’s unwitting account of the Temple Club’s preternatural oddity, and the 

text’s concluding sortie against coffee-house sociability in general. 

 

As I have explained, much of the dialogues’ content comprises the attempts of the 

Virtuoso and the Transactioneer to summarise the principal findings of papers that had 

actually been published in the Philosophical Transactions, only for the reader to discover that 

once considered and interrogated by the searching and rational mind of the Gentleman, 

they appear more and more absurd.  In total (according to my calculations) The 

Transactioneer refers directly to sixty-two articles that had appeared in the journal since 

1678.  All but nine of them post-date Sloane’s appointment as editor in 1695, and of 

those nine, three had been penned by the physician himself.  In terms of authorship, up 

to forty-six different writers are represented (if three anonymous articles in the 

Transactions are counted separately); but almost a quarter of the papers come from just 

three contributors (each of whom has been closely identified with the Temple Club): 
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Sloane (eight papers), James Petiver, and Martin Lister (three papers each).  Overall, 

whilst the pieces cover a variety of subjects, they deal largely with topics related to these 

three men’s preferred preoccupations with natural history, medicine, and physic (Sloane 

and Lister were of course physicians, and Petiver a practising apothecary).  Typical 

amongst those that King selects to quote from in The Transactioneer is the report of a 

woman who ‘eating by mistake some Roots of common Hemlock amongst Parsnips, was 

immediately seized with Raving and Madness, [… so] that she would have given her Cow for a 

Bag-pipe’; and ‘an Account of a Child born without a Brain, which had it lived long 

enough [as the Transactioneer opines] would have made an Excellent Publisher of 

Philosophical Transactions’.71   

 

Further analysis indicates more about King’s intentions in compiling The 

Transactioneer.  Of the sixty-two papers, thirty-one (exactly half) are presented in the 

Philosophical Transactions as either excerpts from or entire transcripts of items of 

correspondence sent to prominent Fellows of the Royal Society.  Once more, three 

figures have been singled out: the thirty-one letters incorporate seven received by Sloane, 

six by Lister, and two by Petiver.72  Whilst epistolary exchange was undoubtedly 

instrumental in facilitating the production of natural-philosophical discourse in early-

eighteenth-century London, the preponderance of such texts amongst those chosen for 

derision by King is surely significant.  With a rhetorical propensity to entertain as much 

as to inform, and formally addressed to a specific individual rather than to a general and 

learned audience, the personal letter may be a vehicle for the provisional communication 

of new research conclusions, or for colloquially debating a recently observed natural 

phenomenon; but in neither literary nor intellectual terms can it be considered (in King’s 
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view) a suitable source of copy for a scholarly publication so intimately linked with the 

public reputation of the Royal Society.  Tellingly however, at the commencement of his 

dialogue with the Gentleman, the Transactioneer is quick to defend ‘the great 

Correspondence which I am obliged to keep’, and the ‘Weight, Usefulness, and other 

Circumstances’ furnished by ‘the Discoveries and Improvements’ that it equips him 

with.73  By privileging in the pages of his journal the dispatches of his own 

‘Correspondents’ – whom the Gentleman archly observes to be ‘as Judicious, in making 

Observations, as you are in Publishing them’ – the Transactioneer therefore betrays 

editorial practices of social indulgence, scientific imprecision, and a partiality for novelty: 

three hallmarks of familiar epistolarity (and by extension, of the textual sociability of the 

Philosophical Transactions under Sloane) that King rules inimical to the integrity of true 

natural philosophy.74  

 

The ‘Half-Sentences, and broken Phrases’ that disfigure the published writings of 

the Transactioneer and his ‘Correspondents’ – who are adjudged in the preface to be 

‘most of them so like himself for Learning and Understanding, that a Man may almost 

swear they were cast in the same Mold’ – represent for King the growing dereliction of 

modern scientific discourse in turn-of-the-century London, a circumstance which The 

Transactioneer so vehemently laments.75  A second blight upon contemporary natural 

learning – related to the first in its apparent propensities towards garrulousness, cabals, 

and eccentricity – is manifest in the connections that King perceives between the 

intellectual productions of the Royal Society, and the overweening, imprecise chatter 

generated by coffee-house conviviality.  Indeed, at the heart of his lampoon lies the attack 

upon the Temple Coffee-House Club, which is shown to be populated not by figures like 
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the polite and erudite Gentleman, but rather by men like the idiotic pedant 

Transactioneer, and his misshapen and scatty sidekick James Petiver.76  Far from the 

sociable, equitable, and studious assembly that provided the fillip in the research of 

George Pasti and Raymond Stearns, the Club here is an organisation that relentlessly 

appropriates unimportant scraps of natural-historical information in order to dress them 

as cogent, scientific knowledge.  More treacherously, both the Temple Club and the 

predilections of its foremost members threaten to overpower the once-prestigious Royal 

Society in obeisance to the ambitions of the charlatan Transactioneer: 

I can never be [at a loss?] to seek where to begin then, as long as there is 
such a Personage as Mr. J[ames] Pet[ive]r in the Philosophical World.  He’s a 
F[ellow] of the R[oyal] S[ociety] indeed!  I made him so.  ’Tis my way of 
Rewarding my Friends and Benefactors.  We now begin to call it Our Royal 
Society (mus Pet. C[entury] 5).  One would never think it that looks upon 
him, but he’s certainly the Darling of the Temple-Coffee-House Club.77 
 

As the Transactioneer indicates, it is the technologies of patronage and interest (rather 

than the tests of status and intellect) that now govern admission to fellowship of the 

Royal Society.  Even more than Sloane, the apothecary Petiver – a producer-retailer with 

no university education, yet who nevertheless is eulogised by the Transactioneer as ‘the 

Darling of the Temple-Coffee-House-Club’ – epitomises the disintegrating standards of 

discrimination that had once so keenly regulated its activities on the basis of social 

standing and sober scholarship.78   

 

Pressed by the Gentleman for further intelligence concerning Petiver and the 

Temple Club, the Transactioneer blithely continues: 

And Mr. Pet[ive]r is, Gad he’s every thing.  He’s the very Muffti, the Oracle 
of our Club.  For my part I never saw any thing like him exactly. […] Sir, 
he and I are all one.  You must know we club Notions, laying them all up 
in a kind of Joynt-Stock, and have all things in common: Sometimes he 
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draws, and sometimes I, as we have occasion.  But he pays in most 
plenteously.  By my good-will I would never be without him.  I call him the 
Philosophick Sancho, and he me Don.79   
 

Despite the friendship that undoubtedly existed between Sloane and Petiver, the satirist’s 

equation of the two men (‘he and I are all one’) – who together are engaged in 

‘Philosophick’ endeavours that seem as potentially precarious in terms of credit as the 

new financial instruments revolutionising business on the Royal Exchange (‘we club 

Notions, laying them all up in […] Joynt-Stock’) – would perhaps have seemed almost as 

much of an insult to the physician as their collective embodiment as Don Quixote and 

Sancho Panza.80  More pertinent however is the manner in which the criticisms levelled at 

the Philosophical Transactions under Sloane’s stewardship converge with King’s assault upon 

the group of botanists and natural historians who gathered around him at the Temple 

Club, and who stand accused of dragging the epistemological focus of the Royal Society 

away from its notional basis of useful experimental philosophy.81  Yet it is also telling that 

the Club is not imagined by the writer to operate in vacuous isolation from an otherwise 

sound system of social and intellectual relations, which it has temporarily (if regrettably) 

dislodged.  Instead, it transpires, the Temple Coffee-House Club is the unfortunate 

product of the disagreeably modern and plebeian tendencies that are at work within 

London society as a whole.   

 

In the organisation of its successive squibs, The Transactioneer often appears to be a 

rather hurried and contrived publication (an intuition born out by the number of 

typographical errors that the first edition contains).  Yet the set-pieces that top and tail 

the second dialogue appear nonetheless to be very deliberately positioned.  Whereas the 

opening topics of discussion between the Transactioneer and the Gentleman revolve 
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around the benefits of Sloane’s ‘great Correspondence’, and the erudition (or otherwise) 

of Petiver and the Temple Club, their final conversation concerns an article in issue 256 

of the Philosophical Transactions (published in 1699) by the apothecary, agronomist, and 

historian of trades John Houghton.  Houghton’s ‘Discourse of Coffee’ deals with the 

history and preparation of the beverage, as well as its spectacular popularisation within 

the coffee-houses of London.  In addition to being a paper of uncertain natural-

philosophical value therefore (at least in the eyes of King and his sympathisers), it neatly 

returns the satire to some of its central preoccupations with metropolitan sociability and 

intellectual crisis.82  Having recounted Houghton’s account of the first coffee-house to be 

established in England, the Transactioneer rounds off his summary of the ‘Discourse’ by 

quoting directly from his source’s own conclusion: 

But this I have been told, Coffee hath greatly encreased the Trade of Tobacco and 
Pipes, Earthen Dishes, Tin Wares, News Papers, Coals, Candles, Sugar, Tea, 
Chocolate, and what not? Coffe-hauses [sic] make all Sorts of People sociable, they 
improve Arts and Merchandize, and all other Knowledge.  And a Worthy Member of 
this Society, has thought that Coffee-Houses have Improved Useful Knowledge very 
much.83 
 

For Houghton, the Transactioneer, and (it would seem) the Royal Society as a whole, 

King’s recurring anxieties about the depth of relationship between coffee-house 

sociability and natural learning are transformed categorically into broader gains for life in 

England: intellectually, socially, and economically.  Not only do ‘Coffe-hauses make all Sorts 

of People sociable’, but it seems that in addition they ‘have Improved Useful Knowledge very much’.  

Here then is a late-seventeenth-century depiction of the coffee-house as ideal public 

space, one that is unrestrainedly reasonable, accessible, productive.  Yet then as now, this 

positive vision was neither uncontested, nor even necessarily imagined to be desirable.  

Under the sharp satire of The Transactioneer, Houghton’s rosy picture is cast immediately 
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into shadowy relief, its suppositions about the benefits accruing to civic society from this 

mode of collegiate speculation construed as specious and illusory.   

 

In his final exchange with the Transactioneer, the Gentleman – by now withering 

and aloof in the treatment he administers to his discussant – supplies a scathing 

assessment of the Philosophical Transactions and the discursive practices that are deemed to 

have produced them: 

Gent. Sir, one may learn [from the Philosophical Transactions] how prettily You 
and your Correspondents are Employ’d: But nothing that will make a Man 
wiser, or more a Philosopher[.] […] And as for your Coffee Story, I take it 
to be a Tale fit to be Related only amongst Old Women and Mechanicks. 
 
Transact. And is that all you can see in such Improvements? 
 
Gent. No, Sir, it’s not all, for your Correspondent tells us, That Coffee 
promotes the Tobacco Trade, and Consumes Pipes and Candles.  But I 
suppose, any Coffee-Woman knows that, without the assistance of your 
Friend to inform her.84 
 

The Gentleman’s caustic derogation of Houghton’s ‘Discourse’, and of the Philosophical 

Transactions more generally, inevitably does nothing to frustrate the projects of the 

Transactioneer, who storms off retorting (in a gesture laced with irony) that ‘my 

Correspondents will not be discouraged from pursuing their Design, though the whole 

World Laugh at them’.85  What the Gentleman does achieve, however, is to re-emphasise 

how the epistemological model favoured by the circles of Sloane and Petiver threatens to 

supplant true learning, through its mistaken coupling of natural philosophy with the 

engines of sociability.  The reader is left to question the social usefulness and intellectual 

credit both of a mode of scientific discourse that is predicated upon correspondence and 

conversation, and of the institutional openness of the coffee-house itself (and the Temple 

Coffee-House Club above all).  Far from having ‘Improved Useful Knowledge very much’ as the 
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Transactioneer reports, the informal coffee-house tittle-tattle of men like Sloane and 

Petiver risks reconstituting even the elevated and enchartered Royal Society as a 

haphazard club that may as well be made up of ‘Old Women and Mechanicks’.  If, as the 

Gentleman inveighs (in significantly gendered and socially elitist terms), the collected 

wisdom of Sloane’s Philosophical Transactions is no more than the paltry store of what ‘any 

Coffee-Woman knows’, then (the suggestion seems to be) not only do the ranks of the 

intelligentsia need to be reformed, but they also need to spend rather less time 

frequenting her establishments.   

 

The history of the Temple Coffee-House Club (including its satirical depiction by 

King) testifies to the growing influence of natural history and natural historians within 

the Royal Society at the turn of the eighteenth century.  More pertinently it shows how 

practices of social and scholarly interaction and exchange were integrated at the structural 

level of the knowledge-production processes in which the Club’s habitués were 

individually and institutionally engaged.  As the historiography of the Temple Club 

reveals however, the archaeology of these practices – particularly in their social forms – 

can be a tricky business.  During the six decades since the initial recovery of its 

membership and practices, a succession of scholars has contested its habits, its reach, and 

even its historicity.  If doubts concerning the Club’s existence have now been finally 

allayed – and whilst noting that this may allow us to validate its status both as the earliest 

natural history society in Britain, and as a quintessential instance of the coffee-house 

communion between sociability and learning – it also seems unlikely that much more will 

ever be known concerning the detail of its meetings, activities, or influence.  

Nevertheless, if determining exactly what happened in an elusive location like the Temple 
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Coffee-House remains invariably obscure, in this instance the available evidence can help 

us to understand how one educated outsider and satirist (William King) perceived, 

represented, and adjudged the intellectual status and cultural value of the changing 

sociable and scientific behaviours that men such as Sloane, Petiver, and their circle 

exhibited.  In particular, the opprobrious vitriol with which The Transactioneer characterises 

a set of discursive spaces (the published journal, epistolary correspondence, the coffee-

house club) and those who construct them (men who supposedly esteem conversation 

above erudition, and curiosity above rank), remind us that continuing debates about both 

the epistemological basis of natural philosophy, and the historical (and historiographical) 

meanings of the coffee-house, have complex, contested, and mutually overlapping early-

modern histories.86  
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